This paper discusses the relation between fractal dimension and roughness index for [racial surfaces of solids. It KTIOWK that in some cases, it. is difficult, to distinguish which one is self-similar or self-affine by experiments. An analysis on this problem and a method lo clislingnish them by experiiii<;nl.K ar<; proposed.
Introduction
Since Mandelbrot et al. [l] showed that fractured surfaces are fractals in nature and that t.Tic: [racial dimension of Trad.nred surfaces correlat.es well wil.li t.Tic: toughness of nirii t^ririls, the present author [2] has analyzed the critical crack extension force with the fractal model and pointed out. that t.Tic: Irne areas of the fraclured surfaces in materials arc: aclually larger than that calculated from a flat fractured surface. Since then, many authors have done experiments on ibis problem [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Now, it. is generally accepled that the fraclured surface is a fractal with self-affine property [8] . However, the fractal dimension of even the simplest self-afline [racial s is not. uniquely defined [9] . The <]ifTi<:nlliC:H have: been illnslraled wil.h the case of flini by V'oss [10] and Pietronero [11] . In his paper [10] , Yoss showed that D = 2 -H in box counting method and 1/H in t.Tic: limiting case: of the 'coastline:' method on smaller scales and 1 on larger scales. Pietronero came to the same conclusion [11] by laking normal Brownian niot.ion as an example:.
In the case of fractured surfaces, 'coastline' method seems nearer to real situation and discussions on limiting cases arc: not. c:nough to show the detailed re:lat.ioiiN be:t.vve:e:n D and 11 in the entire range of scales. In this paper, we use the 'coastline' method to show t.Tic: relations between T) and H and show some: new inleresting findings which previous authors have not pointed out. 
Therefore, 
